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Natural gamma- and cosmic-rays dose rate measurenien is
were made in various parts of Hong Kony using
thermoluminescence dosimeters, CaSU4:Dy powder, in both the
soil and the sea. The average gamma( plus cosmic) dose
rate is 162 mrad/a in the soil and 72 mrad/a 1n the sea.
The irradiation sources 241, Co 60 and Sr 90 are calibrated.
The calibration of Am241 alpha source is made by using a
surface barrier detector with a sensitive area of 50 mm2.
Both the length of track specification and the dose rote
specification are given. An alpha counting system,, using
ZnS (Ag) scin ti liato r and photomultipl1er tube, is set up to
measure the annual alpha doses of the pottery samples and
the pumices. A 'comparison-with-standard' methou is
developed. Measurement of the samples gives an average
annual alpha dose of 1488 mrad/a for pottery samples and 929
mrad/a for pumices. The Th and U contribution to the annual
beta dose is also derived from the alpha countings. The
application of flame photometry to the determination of
potassium content is investigated. The potassium content
for three pumices are analysed. The total annual beta doses
as a sum of the K, Th and U contributions are compared with
values measured by TL dosimeters. there is close agreement
between the values obtained from the two methods after
6making allowance for experimental errors. Pottery samples
are dated by quartz inclusion method arid fine grain method
with an accuracy of about 15%. Pumices are also dated by
fine grain method. The limitations in applying TL to the
dating of pumices are also discussed.
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Development of TL
Over the last two decades, the investigation of
thermoluminescence( TL) has become increasingly popular.
Ever since Sir Robert Boyle( 1664) first observed the TL
of a diamond when he took it into bed with him, numerous
researches have been done on application of TL to industrial
and scientific use. Farrington Daniels proposed th e
possibility of using TL for dosimetry of ionising radiations
( Daniels, Boyd and Saunders, 1953). In addition, he
suggested the possibility of geological and archaeological
age determination using TL. Early trials were taken up by
Kennedy and Knopff( 1960) and Grogler( 1960). Later
development of techniques of pottery dating was carried out
mainly at Oxford( Aitken, Tite and Reid, 1964) and
Wisconsin( Mazess and Zimmermann, 1966).
Today TL dating has further been extended to other
geological materials, though with differing success. Dating
materials include burnt flint, burnt stone, stalagmitic
calcite and sediments. Pumice is yet another obvious
candidate material with respect to geology, vet published
literature on this topic is unusually scarce. in the
present research, attempts have been made to investigate
this topic.
1,2 Methods of TL Dating
Several techniques have been developed over the years
- or the dating of ancient ceramics. These include:
(i) Fine-grain method. This method involves selection of
fine grain( 1- 8xm). These grains can be assumed
to receive doses from, and irradiations uniformly
This method takes full account of the alpha dosage
which contributes about a half of the total absorbed
dose. Therefore the significance of contribution
from the burial site is reduced to the minimum.
(ii) Quartz inclusion method. This method makes use of
the presence of quartz inclusion which is large{ 100
- 150) compared with the maximum range of alpha
particle. As the grain itself contains no radioactiv¬
ity, after removing the surface layer of about 50 j- rn f
all the absorbed dose comes from the beta and gamma
radiations from the. clay matrix.
(iii) Pre-dose method, instead of using the high temperature
( 300- 500 C) region for dating, this method makes
use of the dose- dependent change of sensitivity when
heated to 500 C of the peak at 110 c for pottery
sample that contains quartz. This method is
particularly profitable for the young sample, in
which case the intensity of TL at the high temperature
region might be too low to be analysed.
These three methods were used in the dating of pottery
in our researches. The methods have an accuracy of about 10
-15%( Huxtable and Jacobi, 1982). However, the fine-
grain method had been used exclusively in the dating of
pumices, as no large inclusions can be extracted.
The measurement of the beta dose rate by TL dosimetry
is adopted by the author, as this is the most recommended
choice( Aitken, 1985). Nevertheless, the alternative
determination of the beta component by combining the alpha
counting and flame photometry was attempted for some
pumices.
The measurement of the alpha dose rate is
conventionally made by thick source alpha counting method.
This method was employed in our measurement. However, we
modify it to a vcomparison-with-standard' method, which has
the advantage of self-correcting some correction factors
such as the efficiency of the counting system. This method
yields reasonable results, as compared with the conventional
absolute counting method.
The measurement of gainma dose rate was made by Tj.
dosimetry. The 'id. phosphors ere p.l ired i ns i di the sea I d
capsu1es and are piacod at various sjtes of Hong Kcng. T h-a
gamma dose level in the soil and the sea are both measured.
These are taken as an estimate oh the annuel gamma dostrate




The mechanism of thermoluminescence( TL) is complex.
This complexity stems from the fact that TL is greatly
dependent on the minute amount of impurity and thermal
history of the material,, both usually unknown in the context
of dating. Nevertheless, various general modelss have been
put .forward to explain the formation and phenomena of TL.
2.1.1 Role of Defects
Defects play an important role in the TL process.
The types of defects are varied, and fall into three
categories:
(i) intrinsic defects such as a negative-ion vacancy,
negative ion interstitial. The higher the temperature of
the lattice, the greater is the number of defects.
(ii) extrinsic defects such as substitutional impurity
ions;
(lii) radiation induced defects.
6A negative ion vacancy with its excess positive
charge may act as a potential trap for electrons diffusing
around the lattice after its eviction from the parent
nuclei. On the other hand., the substitutional impurity ions
(e.g. Ag2+ or Mn2+) may act-as luminescence centres where
recombination of electrons and holes can occur.
2.1.2.1 Energy Band Model
Conventionally, the energy band structure of an ideal
lattice can be represented by a valence band, a conduction
band and a forbidden band in between( fig. 2.1).
Electrons in the valence band are in the bound state, while
electrons in the conduction band are free to diffuse in the
conduction band. However, for all imperfect lattice with
defects, other allowed energy levels exist in the forbidden
gap( fig. 2.2). The energy level T represents an electron
trap and H represents a hole trap. L is a luminescence
centre where recombination of holes and electrons occurs
with light( TL) emitted.
2.1.2.2 The Unified Model( Chuanq, 1986)
The unified model postulates a positive potential well
with quantized energy levels which are the same as the
corresponding electron trap-depths. The ith energy level is
expressed as V= V 0+ K/is where V 0 is the smallest level-
energy in the well,K is the exceeding portion over VQ of the
7largest bound energy in the potential well. The numbers of
electrons occupying the levels,which are the same as the
number of traps of equal depths, are assumed to have the
same distribution as the possible number of energy states in
the energy levels of a hydorgen atom as expressed as Ni=2i2.
The potential well is surrounded by a negative potential
barrier. Hole reservoirs are formed due to the attraction
of holes by the negative potential barrier.
2.1.3 Thermoluminescence Process
By exposure to ionising nuclear radiations, electrons
are detached from their parent nuclei ie. they are excited
from the valence band to the conduction band. The mobile
electrons and the holes then migrate freely in the lattice
structure until they are attracted by localized excess
positive charge which acts as electron trap and excess
negative charge which acts as hole reservoir. The electron
is then in a metastable state. It remains there until it is
excited by phonons in the lattice. The electron will remain
in the electron trap for a finite lifetime. The phonon
energy may be provided by thermal energy when the
temperature is raised. As vibrations get stronger, the
probability of eviction increases, until finally the trapped
electron becomes free again. The temperature at which
eviction is expressed as p= s exp (-E/kT), where p is the
probability of the trapped electron in a trap of depth E.
The freed electron may now diffuse around the lattice and
become retrapped or annihilated with the holes. Radiative




Fig. 2.1 (b) Energy band structure of ptrfeet iclic
lattice


















Fig. 2.3 TL Mechanism
1. Excitation of electron to conduction band
with creation of a hole
2. Free migration of electron in lattice
3. Electron trapped in metastable state
4. Electron evicted from electron trap
5. Recombination of electron and hole at
luminescence centre«
2'. Hole migrates in valence band
3'. Hole tiapped in hole reservoir
4'. Decay of trap
5'. Recombination of hole and electron at(
luminescence centre
emission may occur as a result of this annihilation with
holes, in which case the impurity ion act as luminescence
centres. The light emitted is thermolummescence. its
wavelength is characteristic of the luminescent centre.
2.2 Glow Curve
When the light intensity of TL is recorded along with
the variation of temperature, a glow curve is obtained.
Theorectical1y, if a material contains a single type of
electron trap with trap depth E, then the probability of
eviction of electron p is described by the Boltzmann factor
exp(-EkT). Assuming that there is no retrapping, the TL
intensity I is proportional to the rate of electron
eviction:
I= Cns exp(-E/kT)
where C is a proportionality constant,
n is the number of trapped electrons,
s is the frequency factor of that type of trap.
If the material is heated at uniform rate R, then:
Fig. 2.4 Theorectical glow curves ior phosphcrs
with single trap depth E and frequency
s( Garlick et al 1949)
{ McKinlay, 1981). This glow curve consists of a discrete
single peak( fig. 2.4). Yet in reality, traps with
different depths are always present. The resultant glow
curve is then a smooth continuous curve.
2.3 Fundamentals of TL Dating
2.3.1 Basic Age Equation( McKinlay, 1981)
The dating of pottery by means of TL is based on the
assumption that all the TL of the constituent materials that
make up the pottery has been drained by the firing of
pottery in the distant past. Therefore any TL observed at
the time of age analysis must have resulted from
irradiations of the sample by radioactive sources during the
archaeological period. Assuming no artificial irradiations
have been made, the natural TL( NTL) is built up at a rate
equal to the total annual effective absorbed dose rate D of
natural radiations, consisting of alpha, beta, gamma and
cosmic radiations. Thus, NTL can be expressed as:
NTL= S T D ( 2.3a)
where T is the age of the sample, S is the
jther mol u mines cence sensitivity of the sample per unit
absorbed dose. Rearranging( 2.3a), we get:
{ 2.3b)
The total annual effective absorbed dose rate D consists of
alphar beta, gamma and cosmic components, denoted by p, D,
D }f and respectively. However, it is known that the TL
sensitivity of alpha dose is only a fraction of that of beta
absorbed dose ie. th p flap
equation becomes:
(2.4)
This is the basic TL Age Equation.
2.3.2 Equivalent Dose
The quantity TL in the TL Age Equation represent
the equivalent artificial beta absorbed dose ED that would
induce the same amount of TL as NTL. As TL sensitivity
usually changes after heating, one does not determine the
equivalent dose by irradiating the same portion of sample
after heating and then compares the TL. Moreover, the
darkening of colour of the sample after heating also makes
this comparison inappropriate. In practice, an additive
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dose method is adopted. Measurements of TL are made for
several sample portions, each of which is given a different
beta dose. Extrapolation to the beta dose axis would then
give an intercept, which is equal to the equivalent beta
dose( fig. 2. 5).
2.3.3 Supralinearity
It is observed that the TL response is not always a
linear function of absorbed radiation dose. In the case of
pottery, there is usually an initial low susceptibility up
to several hundred rad( fig. 2. 6). Beyond this the TL
response is essentially linear, until the onset of
saturation at dosage of the order of 10 krad for pottery and
several krad for quartz. If this initial supralinearity
occurs during the buildup of NTL, the true archaeological
dose would be greater than the equivalent dose.
To find the supralinearity correction, several
annealed portions of sample are given different beta
dosages. Extrapolation of the linear region would then give
a positive intercept I. This value is then taken as a first
order approximation to the true intercept value. The
archaeological dosage is therefore given by the sum of the
equivalent dose ED and the supralinearity correction I.
2.3.4 TL Effectiveness of Alpha Radiation
Fig. 2.5 The finding of equivalent beta dose
( ED ) by additive dose method
Fig. 2.6 Typical TL-absorbed dose response curve
for quartz
Empirically it is found that alpha radiation is les;
effective in inducing TL than beta or gamma radiations,
while beta and gamma radiations have about the same TL
effectiveness. The relative effectiveness of alpha
radiation to beta radiation K is defined as:
( 2.5)
The conventional explantion for the reduced efficiency of
alpha particles is that the great lonisation density
produced along the short track of an alpha particle causes
energy loss of the electrons in addition to some
recombination loss. Part of the alpha dose, however, is
wasted. Therefore the electrons are more trapped by the
shallower( less than 2.50 C) traps than by the traps in 300
- 400 C region. This acounts for the lower effectiveness
of alpha particle in inducing TL in plateau region as
compared with beta and gamma radiations.
Experimentally, the relative effectiveness is
determined by finding the ratio of equivalent beta dose and




Fig. 2.7 The finding of equivalent aloha dose
( ED ) by additive dose method
2.3.5 Fading
NTL is usually absent at the low temperature region(
below 200 C) of a glow curve. This is because the trei ped
electrons associated with these glow peaks have a high
probability of escape under ambient temperature. During the
archaeological period, almost all of these electrons leak
away, resulting in the lack of low temperature glow peaks.
On the other hand, anomalous fading of high
temperature peaks sometimes occurs. The fading is anomalous
in the sense that the stability of these peaks is much less
than that predicted from kinetic- consideration. The
associated mechanism is still not well understood, though
numerous suggestions have been made. One suggestion on the
iatherrnai fading is that the electrons undergo quantum-
mechanical tunnelling out the trap, resulting in leakage of
TL( Aitken, 1985).
2.3.6 Plateau Test
The possibility of fading poses a problem to TL
[dating. If TL measurements are made on a part of glow curve
where fading occurs, the age of the sample may be
considerably under-estimated. A plateau test aims at
finding the temperature region in which no fading occurs.
The ratio of the natural TL( NTL) to tne artificial 11(







Fig. 2.8 Plateau test for the stability of TL
storage over archaeological periods
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temperature region free of fading, this ratio should be a
constant and is represented by a plateau on the graph( fig.
2.8). The plateau usually occurs in the temperature range






As the TL emitted by pottery is of very low intensity,
a highly sensitive and stable TL system is required. Our TL
system consists of a photomultiplier tube which receives the
TL signal and sends off a current pulse. The signal is then
amplified by an amplification system comprising a
preamplifier and a spectroscopy amplifier. The number of
pulses is counted by means of a ratemeter. Display of TL
glow curves is made by a X-Y recorder or a micro-computer
fig. 3.1}.
3.1 Photomultiplier Tube
The photomultiplier tube used is EMI 9635B which has a
bialkali photocathode. The spectral reponse is high in the
violet region and falls off sharply in excess of 650 nm.
This is particularly desirable as the TL signals usually
have wavelengths between 300- 600 nm. The low red response
of the photocathode improves the TL signal by reducing the
















A/ D Interface Micro-
computer
X=Y Recorder
Fig. 3.1 A schematic diagram of the TL system.
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Fig. 3.2 TL Apparatus
is only about 100 countss, cool] no of the PMT jc
unnecessary.
3,2 Amplifier and Ratemeter
The signal frorn the PMT is f ed to a pr eantp 1. if ier(
Canberra 2005E} and then further amplified by a
spectroscopy amplifier( Canberra 2020). A pulse height
discriminator is used to reject the low amplitude pulses
due to the thermionically generated dark current. The
number of pulses is then counted by a ratemeter( Canberra
2801), whose output is fed to the Y axis of the recorder.
An alternative is to measure the dc current directly from
the amplifier. However, pulse counting is less dependent on
the fluctuations of the PMT and amplifier gain. The main
disadvantage of using ratemeter is the lack of dynamic
range. Piling up of pulses at a rate exceeding 106 pulses
per second might result in nonlinearity of ratemeter
response.
3.3 Filter System
However low the red spectral response of the
photocathode may be, the blackbody radiation signal would
still be intolerably high at temperature above 500 C. The
curbing of the thermal radiation signal is tnen done y
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inserting a blue-violet filter( Corning 7-59) and an
infrared rejecting filter( Corning 1-75). The TL signal
is improved significantly as a result. If, however, the TL
emitted falls in the long wavelength region( 500 nm or
above), the blue-violet filter has to be removed to avoid
excessive elimination of the TL, signal. This occurs in the
case of CaSO4:Dy which is used in the measurement of
environmental radiation.
3.4 Oven
The oven is made of aluminium with a cylindrical volume
of 900 cm3( fig. 3.3). The heater is a nichrome plate
with an alumel-chromel thermocouple attached. To reduce the
black-body radiation reaching the PMT, an aluminium cone is
placed at 6 mm directly above the sample. As the non-
radiation induced TL is reported to be a surface phenomena
which can be significantly reduced if the glow curve is
taken in an oxygen-free atmosphere(Aitken et al, 1963), a
rotary pump is used to evacuate the oven chamber to less
than 0.1 Torr before heating. To facilitate good conduction
of heat from the heater to the sample, high purity nitrogen
is flushed into the chamber at a rate of 5 litre/min, The
flushing of nitrogen should be continued throughout the
heating.
28
Fig. 3.3 The glow oven
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3.5 Temperature Controller
In order to control the rate of temperature rise and
the highest temperature attained, a temperature controller
is fabricated by K. W. Lui( 1984). As the TL of low
temperature region( below 300 0C) is unstable and is
usually drained before heating, many of the useful signals
come at the high temperature region( above 300 0C).
Beyond 500 0C, the thermal radiations interfere severely
with the TL signals. Thus, our temperature controller aims
at attaining a constant rate of temperature increase up to a
maximum temperature of 500 ©C.
The temperature controller has three main parts: the
ramp voltage generator r the comparator and the silicon
controlled rectifier (SCR).
The ramp voltage generator consists of operational
amplifiers ICl, IC2A and a potential divider. The
operational amplifier IC1 forms the ramp function generator.
IC2A has low output resis tarice Its output voltage is fed
to the potential divider to make the ramp voltage comparable
to thermocouple voltage, which is of the order of 100 mV.
The comparator IC2B has a 10K rheostat connected
its positive input. By adjusting the rheostat, one can vary
the heating rate from 6 0C/s to 18 0C/s. In our dating, the
rate is usually set at 15 0C/s. The ramp voltage and the
thermocouple voltage are tea to the comparator. When the
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thermocouple voltage is greater than the ramp voltage, there
is no output. However., when the thermocouple voltage is
less than the ramp voltage, the positive output of the
comparator will trigger the SCR into conduction. The
triggering of the SCR is accompanied by a current f low to
the heater and causes the temperature of the heater to _ri...e.
This in turn increases the thercouple voltage which is fed
to the comparator again. In this Jay, the rate of
temperature rise can be controlled.
The maximum temperature is decided by the time of
heating, which is controlled by a timer. By selecting a
proper time constant, one can adjust the maximum temperature
reached.
3.6 Recorder and Computer System
The output of the ratemeter can be Led to a X-Y
recorder( YEWW 3022A4) or a micro--computer( Apple II) for
analysis. The computerisation is done by C. K. Lee( 1985
) .
By using the X-Y recorder, TL glow curves can be fully
displayed on graph papers. For detail analysis, the 64K PAM
Apple II computer is used. A/D convertion is done by an A/D
interface card which consists of an 3 bits, 8 charinels
analog to digital converter ADC 0809. The maximum input
voltage is 5 V and the resolution is 20 mV. when the input
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voltage is increased by 20 mV, the digital value increses by
1. Therefore the maximum value that can be reached is 255.
To match the impedance of the ratemeter, an amplifying
circuit is interposed with multiplication factors of 1, 2
and 5. A synchronized circuit comprising a bidirectional
triode thyristor( Triac} is also designed to keep the TL
system and the computer to work at the same rate.
The processing and analysis of data is controlled by
software. To speed up the calculation and plotting of
graph, the programs are written in BASIC language and then
translated to machine code using Apple Soft Compiler( TASC
The Apple computer system allows us to store the glow
curves in floppy disks. Retrieval is simply done by typing
the file names. The temperature at any position of the glow
curve can be shown on the screen. Area under the glow curve
within any specified temperature range can be found by using
the PEEK command to recall the values in memory. Plateau
test can also be done by the compu ter. E fig. 3. 4).




4.1 Gmma- and Cosmic-rays Dose Rates in TL Dating
The natural radioactive sources in TL dating usually
consist of three components-- alpha, beta and gamma
radiations. The alpha and beta contribution to TL of the
sample can be regarded as coming solely from the
radioisotopes within the sample, except for the surface
layer, where the beta contribution is divided between the
sample radioactivity and the soil radioactivity. The gamma
component, on the other hand, comes mostly from the soil
environment( or the sea environment in the case of
pumices), with negligible contribution from the sample
itself w Environmental Monitoring is, therefore,
inextricably an important task in TL dating.
4.2 TL Dosimetry
Since the possibility of using TL phosphor in radiation
dosimetry was first suggested by Daniels (1967), various TL.
phosphors have been developed for use in environmental
monitoring. Aitken (1968, 1969) recognized the advantages
of applying TL dosimetry to measurement of environmental
radiation at the archaeological excavation sites based on
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natural CaF'2. The measurement used was later developed by
Mejdahl (1970, 1972).
TL dosimetry has its advantages over other methods such
as scintillation counting in environmental monitoring. It
is sensitive and can measure as low a dose as 1 mrad. Its
small size enables it to be buried in the same, or similar,
surroundings to those from which the sample is removed
without difficulties. Besides, it permits burial for a long
period( over a year) to even out the seasonal changes in
the environment such as water content( Mejdahl, 1970, 1972
), which can be important in some cases.
Nevertheless, TL dosimetry also has its limitations.
Positioning of even a small capsule of TL phospor so that it
can receive the same gamma dose rate as the sample had
previously received is difficult, especially in view of the
usual inhomogenity of the surroundings of the buried sample
( Murray, 1978). Another limitation is its inability to
take account of the rate with which the sherd was buried.
4.3 CaSO A :Dy for Environmental Radiation Measurement
Choice of suitable TL phosphor for measurement of
environmental radiation involves many considerations.
Notably among them are the lower limit of detectable dose,
fading characteristics, self-dose and energy dependence of
response. In our research, CaSO4:Dy supplied by Harshaw






Fig. 4. 1 The glow curve of CaSO4: Dy irradiated
by Cobalt-60 radiation source
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other peaks are also present,-but are much less prominent
fig. 4.1).
4.3.1 Lower Limit of Detectable Dose
Considering an overall TL dating uncertainty of 10%,
our measurement should be within an accuracy of about 5% in
assessment of environmental dose rate. The environmental
dose rate( including both the gamma- and cosmic-rays dose
rates) from our measurement is about 162 mrad/a. To have
an accuracy within 5%, the lower limit of detectable dose
should therefore be about 8 mrad. When a shorter period of
measurement is used( say 3 months), the lower limit should
therefore be below 2 mrad. CaSO4 :Dy in this respect is an
ideal choice, with a lower limit of detectable dose of
less than 1 mrad.
4.3.2 Fading
Fading is necessarily an important consideration as
the measurement of environmental radiation is usually made
over a rather long period. Any serious fading within the
measurement period can render a TL phosphor useless for
environmental monitoring. CaSO4:Mn would have been an ideal
candidate for environmental monitoring due to its superb
sensitivity (0.01 mrad as its lower limit). However, it is
not used for its serious fading, which amount to 15% in 2 to
4 weeks. We have tested the fading of CaSO4 :Dy by including
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probe capsules in our on-site measurement. Fading is found
to be less than 4% in three months, in agreement with other
reported value of 6% in six months( McKinlay, 1981) for
gamma radiation at normal ambient temperature.
4.3.3 Self-dose and Contamination
A possible source in addition to the environmental
radiation is the natural radioactive mineral content present
in the dosimeter itself. This self-irradiation should not
exceed 7 mrad approximately using the American National
Standards Institute's performance criteria( ANSI 1975) in
Table 4.1.
Furthermore, care should be taken to avoid any
pos4sible contaminations of the dosimeter through contacts of
contaminated equipments. To safeguard against contamination
during the annealing in the oven which may last for an hour,
the CaSO4 :Dy powder to be annealed should be put into a
capillary glass tube which is then immediately sealed.
Annealing in aluminium is to be avoided as pure aluminium
can still contain significant alpha radioactivity.
4.3.4 Energy Dependence of Response
Since a TL dosimeter measures total dose, one would
need to know the spectrum of the soil in order to correct
for any differences in mass absorption coefficients between
dosimeter material( le. CaSO4 :Dy) and the mineral for
dating( ie. quartz). The mass absorption coefficients of
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several common TL phosphors used for environmental
monitoring are computed by Storm and Israel( 1967)( fig.
4.2). It can be' seen that CaSO4:Dy overresponds in the low
energy range. This means that the recorded dose would be
greater than the true dose if uncorrected. A technique to
make CaSO4 :Dy equivalent to quartz is to filter out the low
energy component completely by the capsule wall. of su i Labi
thickness. However, there is evidence that there is
significant contribution from radiations with energy less
than 50 keV( McKinlay, 1981), though the majority of
terrestrial radiation have energies greater than 80 keV.
Thus, while the phosphor can be made quartz-equivalent by
complete filtering of the low energy radiations, the
recorded dose would be less than the true value by
discarding a portion of the radiations. In our research, a
compromise is therefore made. The capsule wall is designed
to filter out about 90% of the gamma radiations below 80
keV. The thickness of perspex wall required is estimated to
be about 0.9 cm. The ratio of TL response of CaSO4:Dy to
quartz for 30 keV gamma radiations is 10 to 12( McKinlay,
1981). Assume this to be the average value, then the
overresponse effect of the dosimeter and the attenuation
effect of the capsule wall would cancel each other. As the
attenuation of the high energy gamma radiation by the
capsule wall is much less than that of the low energy gamma
radiation, the former is assumed negligible. Therefore
PHOTON ENERGY [MeV]
Fig.4.2 Variation of evergy absorotion coefficient
relative to the thergy absorption
coefficient for quartz for a number of TL






















10 R (2.58 × 10-9 Ckg-1)h-1
Table 4.1 Performance criteria for TLDs used
for environmental monitoring (ANSI 1975).
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CaSO4:Dy is made quartz-equivalent for the whole spectrum of
soil.
4.4 Measurement Process: A Discussion of Techniques
The CaSO4:Dy powder is first annealed in oven at 400 0C
for 1 hour to drain all residual TL and to establish
sensitivity. However, prolonged heating over 1 hour should
be avoided as this might lower the sensitivity( McKinlay,
1981). Annealing is done with the phoshor powder sealed in
capillary glass tube to avoid any possible contamination.
Then the phosphor is put into perspex capsule of 9 mm
thickness to make CaSO4:Dy quartz-equivalent as well as
barring the alpha and beta radiations from the soil.
Perspex is preferred to aluminium as the latter contain a
significant alpha radioactivity. To facilitate easy
retrieval, a plastic thread is attached to the capsule.
Finally the capsules are wrapped with opague tape to avoid
any direct exposure of sunlight, which may drain or enhance
the TL of the phosphor.
Before the capsules are brought to the burial sit:e:3,
probe capsules are also prepared. Each probe capsule
contains phosphor which is pre-irradiated with dose of about
3 to 5 rads. This pre-irradiated dose should be large
compared with the natural dose gathered over the pre-
determined measurement period. The probe capsule serve as
an indicator of fading.
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As the transit time from the laboratory to the burial
sites is only about 2 hours, no on-site annealing is
necessary. The travel dose' is also negligible.
The capsules are buried at a depth of about 15 cm.
Ideally, the capsules should be buried for about a year to
even out any seasonal change of water content. In practice,
measurements are made over a period of three months.
After retrieval, readout at the TL laboratory should be
made promptly. The standard TL system is used. The
characteristic wavelengths of CaSO4:Dy fall between 480
blue-green) and 570 nm( green-yellow). Therefore the
usual blue-violet filter( Corning 7-59) should not he
used.
The absorbed dose of the CaSO4:Dy powder is measured by
comparison of the TLs of the sample from site and in the
laboratory for the same portion. The TL of the first glow
is induced by the natural radiations from the soil. The TL
of the sample in the laboratory is induced by artificial
irradiation by Co-60. The amount of the laboratory TL
should be made as close as possible to the TL of the site.
The additive dose technique, which is employed to find the
equivalent dose in TL dating, should be avoided. This is to
avoid any supralinearity of the dose response of CaSO4:Dy in
the low dose region. Nevertheless, this comparison
technique is valid only 'if there is no sensitivity change
between the two processes. To test this, validity, ten
consecutive TL's induced by 100 mrad of gamma radiation
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using CaSO4 :Dy were recorded. No sensitivity change is
noticed. Thus, one can conclude that the comparison is
valid as long as low dose is involved, which is the case of
environmental radiation measurement.
4.5 Results and Discussion
Measurements of the soil environment have been carried
out at various sites in Hong Kong( fig. 4. 4). Results are
tabulated in Table 4.2. The average value can be taken as a
typical value of the annual dose rate of gamma and cosmic
radiations in Hong Kong. No differentiation of the
individual contributions of the two sources is made as the
two occur as a sum at the denominator in the age equation.
It should be noted that the cosmic dose rate varies with
height and latitude. The cosmic dose rate at sea level in
Britain is assessed to be about 15 rnrad/a by Aitken.
Assuming this value to be the same in Hong Kong, then the
average gamma dose.rate is about (162- 15)=147
mrad/a.
4.6 Measurement of Gamma( and Cosmic) Dose Rate of Pumice
Measurement of gamma arid cosmic dose rate of pumice is
much more uncertain than its Counterpart in pottery dating.
In the latter, one can position a phosphor capsule in the
same or similar environment of the excavation site.
However, the ever-changing conditions of the sea outwit any
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Fig. 4.3(b) Cross-sectional view of per spex
capsule
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Gamma (plus Cosmic) Dose RateLocation
( m r aad./ a)
150± 4Ma Wan
154±5Ting Kau
160+ 6Ma Liu Shui
158±6Tai Po
128+ 5Farling





Table 4.2 Gamma( plus cosmic) Radiation Measurement
for Soil in Hong Kong.
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Gamma( plus Cosmic) Dose RateLocation
mrad / a)
Sai 7 Kung 77 8± 4
Sap Sze H eung ± 475
63+ 3Ma Liu Shui
72Mean
Table 4. 3 Gamina (plus Cosmic) RacLiat-ion. Measurement
for sea in Hung Kong.
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attempt in giving a simulating environment for the phosphor
capsule. Questions like whether the pumice has ever landed
on shore or whether it comes from the splitting up of a
larger piece of pumice are unanswerable. Our measurement
therefore represents a crude estimate of sea level
radiation.
.6.1 Radiation Measurement at Sea
The measurement process is essentially the same as
before, except that the capsules are placed in the sea. The
depth at which the capsul.es are placed is chosen to be 0.5
Mn. This choice is out of the consideration that pumices
usually float on the sea surface. However, in view of the
tidal fluctuations of the sea level, a depth less than 0. 5 m
is not recommended. The results obtained are tabulated in
Table 4.3. Due to the great loss before retrieval, only
three data are available.
4.6.2 Results and Discussion
The gamma( and cosmic) dose rate values obtained
are quite low, with an average of 72 mrad/a. The high
humidity inside the capsules may have lowered the
sensitivity of the CaSO4: Dy powder, despite the effort to
make the capsules waterproof. However, the ANSI 1975(
Table 4.1) requires a TL phosphor to have an accuracy
within 10% for humidity. Thus, it can be assumed that the
measured value is still an approximation to the true value.
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It can be argued that the pumices in fact are also
experiencing a highly humid environment in the sea. If the
porous pumices are conceived as fully filled with sea water,




Calibration of Irradiation Sources
The irradiation sources of frequent use in our
laboratory include a six--seater Americium-241 alpha
irradiation unit, a 40 mCi Strontium-90 beta source and a
373.9 kBq or 10.105 Ci Cobalt-60 gamma source.
Calibration of the alpha source is made in terms of track
length delivered to the sample. However, conversion to the
usual dose rate specification for our particular alpha
energy is also made. In the calibration of gamma source,
CaSO4:Dy is used along with different surrounding materials,
including the phosphor material itself. The Sr-90 beta
source is calibrated indirectly using the calibrated Co-60
gamma source, assuming equal effectiveness of beta and gamma
radiation in inducing TL.
5.1 calibration of Am--241 Alpha Source
our alpha irradiator is a Am-241 source which emits 5.5
MeV alpha particles and weak 60 keV gamma rays. The dose
due to the latter is negligible as the sample to be
irradiated are alpha-thin. The average energy of the alpha
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particles reaching the samples is 4.2 MeV, which is less
than 5.5 MeV because of the protective covering.
5.1.1 Length of Track Specification
Due to the great ionisation power of alpha particle,
there is TL saturation along its track. This saturation of
TL is only slightly dependent on the alpha energy. As the
alpha energy decreases, the ionisation power increases.
Thus a greater portion of dose is wasted for a low energy
alpha particle than a higher energy alpha particle. The TL
effectiveness is therefore strongly energy dependent
Aitken and Bowman, 1971). Therefore a source of strength
100 rad/min may not be less effective in inducing TL than
another source of strength 120 rad/min. However, it is
known that the TL per unit length of track is independent of
energy and is approximately constant. It is therefore
convenient to calibrate our alpha source in terms of track
length delivered per unit volume per unit time.
5.1.2 Calibration( Aitken and Bowman, 1975)
A silicon surface barrier detector is placed at a
distance of 4.45 cm from a weak Am-241 source of 6 Ci
inside a vacuum chamber( fig. 5.1) to measure the flux of
alpha particles for a time tl A weak Am-241 is used
to avoid any possible damage to the detector. Then an
(
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alpha-thin layer of sample is placed at the same position as
the detector to be irradiated for t1. If the sample area is
A and the thickness is d, then the TL per cm of track is:
where G1 is the TL induced by the weak source in time tI
Finally, the sample is irradiated by the Am-241 source to be
calibrated. This source should be much stronger than the
weak source which is used to measure the flux. The TL
induced per unit time G2 is measured. Assuming the TL per
cm of track to be independent of energy,.
Experimentally the source strength S m-2min-1 is then giver
by:
The results are tabulated in Table 5.l.
5.1.3 Dose Rate specification
The average alpha energy of our irradiator is 4.2 MeV,
For this energy the stopping power of quartz( Si02) is 77 ,
keV-cm 2/mg or 0.200 MeV/ m( density of quartz is 2.6
g/cm3).
Flux of Alpha Particles
(particles per cm2 per rnin)
TL induced by 6 Ci Am24l G1
per unit time (unit per min)
TL induced by strong Am24l
source (to oe calibrated)








Table 5.1 Calibration of Am24l Alpha Source.
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Fig. 5.1 Calibration of alpha source by using
silicon surface barrier detector in
vacuum chamber.
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Thus, for a source strength S um-2 min-1, the absorbed dose
rate in quartz is given by:
Our Am-241 source dose rate is therefore: (1230)(0.130) or
160 rad/min.
5.2 Calibration of Co-60 Gamma Source
The Co-60 gamma source used has an activity of 373.9
kBq or 10.105 )u Ci, emitting 1.173 MeV (100%) and 1.332 MeV
(100%) gamma rays. The beta component of 0.315 MeV (99.74%)
is screened by the aluminium protective covering of the
source and the surrounding material of the dosimeter. The
calibration involves 2 steps:
(i) dose rate at a distance of 8 cm D' is evaluated
(ii) dose rate at a much nearer distance D is calibrated by
comparison with D' using TL dosimetry.
Actual irradiation would be made at rate D which is of
the order 10 mrad/min. This is particularly useful in the
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Absorbed Dose Rate for
given irradiation geometry
( mrad min-1)
CaSO4:Dy exposed in all, 9.35±0.90.
CaSO4:Dy in quartz tube
with wall thickness of 9.93±0.70





Table 5.2 Calibration of Co60, Gamma Source
using CaSO4:Dy as TL dosimeter with
different surrounding materials.
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comparison of TL in environmental radiation measurement.
D', however, is too low to be conveniently used in practice.
5.2.1 Evaluation of Dose Rate
The exposure dose rate R is given by:
air
where the linear absorption coefficient of air,a, is
3 .5x10-5 /cm for energy range 0.07 to 3 MeV. The absorbed
dose rate D is:
For CaSO4 :Dy,(a/g)med/( /g)air can be taken as l
The dose rate D for our irradiation geometry is:
5.2.2 srroundin material
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When gamma radiations strike a phosphor, secondary
electronss are produced. Some of these secondary electrons
are trapped in the imperfections of the lattice and give
rise to TL. To allow the secondary electron flux to build
up to an equilibrium value, there must be enough surrounding
material( Murray and Wintle, 1979). Ideally, the wall
material should be the same as the phosphor material. Then
the mass absorption coefficient of the phosphor is used in
dose calculation. If, however, the wall material is not the
same as the phosphor material, two cases arise:
(i) if the path length of the secondary electrons produced
in the wall material is small compared with the dimensions
of phosphor, then the dose recorded is calculated using the
mass absorption coefficient of the phosphor
(ii) if the path length is large in comparison with the
dimension of the phophor, the dose should be calculated
using the mass absortion coefficient of the wall material
Chan and Burlin, 1970).
5.2.3 Results and Discussion
Three dose rate values are found( Table 5.2): (i)
there is no surrounding material ie. the phosphor is exposed
to air (ii) quartz is used as wall material (iii) CaSO4:Dy
itself is used as wall material. The third case is
accomplished by putting the phosphor inside a plastic
capsule of negligible thickness and then the plastic capsule
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is placed at the centre of another capsule fully filled with
CaSO4:Dy powder.
The results are tabulated in Table 5. 2. Among the
three values, the dose recorded is the least when the
phosphor is exposed in air. This is as expected as in this
case there would be a net outward flux of secondary
electrons, resulting in the lowering of the dose recorded.
The difference between the values with quartz surrounding
and CaSO4:Dy surrounding is minor. However, the latter
value is adopted as continuity of the electron flux across
the surrounding/absorber boundary is guaranteed.
5.3 Calibration of Sr-90 Beta Sourcf
The calibration is made by TL comparison with our
calibrated Co-60 gamma source. Assumption is made of the
equal response of phosphor to beta and gamma radiation. The
dose rate of our 40 mCi Sr-90 source( fig. 5. 1) in 1986
for our irradiation geometry is 105 mrad/min.
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Chapter 6
Measurement of Annual Alpha Dose
6. 1 Introduction
In applying the fine grain method to pottery and pumice
dating one has to take consideration of the alpha
contribution. Although the measurement of the alpha is less
direct as the measurement of the beta and gamma dosse rate
by TL dosimetry, taking alpha contribution into account can
minimize the significance of the gamma contribution from the
surrounding soil which can be a great source of error when
the excavation sites are unknown. The fine-grain method
can apply almost to all kinds of samples, in which the
presence of large inclusions cannot be ensured. In our
researches, the annual alpha dose is determined by alpha
counting using the alpha counting system set up by us( fig.
6.1). The alpha countings so obtained are then compared
with the observed counts of a standard thorium ore sample,
and the annual dose is thereby derived. This comparison-
with-standard' method has the advantage of self-correcting
the efficiency factor of the counting system.
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Fig.6.1(b) A schematic diagram of the alpha counting
system.
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6.2 Thick Source Alpha Counting
The most direct method for assessment of the alpha dose
is by thick source alpha counting. A 'thick' layer of
sample of about 1 mnm is placed in direct contact with a zinc
sulphide screen which act as a scintillator.The alpha
particles emitted f roln this thick source produce
scintillations which are counted by the photomultiplier tube
and other electronic systems. It can be shown that on
average a quarter of the alpha particles emitted within the
volume (AR) can reach the screen, where A is the counting
area and R is the range of alpha particle. Thus, with an
overall efficiency factor of the screen and the counting
system and a proper threshold fraction fT' the alpha count
rate is given by:
(6.1)
where c is the specific activity. In the case of a
radioactive series in long term equilibrium, individual
members may emit alpha particles of different ranges Pi( i
1, 2...). The total counting rate would then be:
6. 2
where c is specific activity of the parent nuclei and n is
the number of alpha emitting members in the series. By
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finding the conversion formulae, one can obtain the annual
alpha dose from the alpha count rate.
6.3 Natural Alpha Radioactivity
The natural alpha radioactive sources consist of 3
series: thorium-232, uranium-238 and uranium-235 series(
fig. 6. 2). The natural abundance of U-235 is about 0.72%.
Each of these series emits alpha, beta and gamma radiations.
For U-238 series, there are eight alpha emitters.
Midway in the series is the gaseous Radon-222, which has a
half-life of 3.82 days. If radon is allowed to emanate from
the sample, the natural alpha dose due to the rest of the
series would be lost. The Th-232 and U-235 series also have
a gaseous daughter in their chains, namely Rn-220( thoron)
and Rn-219( ac tenon) respectively. However, both alpha
emitters have short half lives of 55 sec and 4 sec,
respectively. Thus, they are likely to decay into rion---
gaseous daughters before escape.
As the half lives of Th-232, U-238 and U-235 are of the
order of 109 or 108 years, which are much longer than those
of their daughter nuclei, long term equilibria can exist in
the radioactive series. In this case, the activities of the
daughter nuclei are the same as their parent nuclei. With
this assumption one can derive the total alpha dose received
by the sample from the activity of parent nuclei.
Fig. 6.2 Radioactive Decay Sehemes of Thorium
and Uranium (Aitken, 1985)
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6.4 Setting of Threshold
In accordance with the conventional threshold of 0.85
for a sample containing thorium series only, our threshold
is set by using a calibrated thorium ore with a thorium
concentration of 0.363% by weight and negligible amount of
uranium. Counting is obtained with the use of ZnS (Ag)
scintillation screen and the final amplified pulse is fed
into a 1024-channel pulse height analyser. A continuous
spectrum( but not energy spectrum) is obtained. A large
number of countings fall into the low energy channels. This
is because most of the alpha particles dissipate part of
their energy before impinging on the screen. There is a
high counting near the zero threshold, which is due to the
noise pulses of the electronic systems. The background beta
and gamma radiations can also excite small pulses though the
efficiency of ZnS (Ay) screen is very low for them.
To set the threshold, one may integrate the total count
number under the spectrum and then find the channel number
above which the integration of counts would represent 85% of
the total counts. However, this is not recommended as this
would also include the countings due to noise and background
gamma radiations. Instead, integration of counts are made
above a set of channels( fig. 6.3). The total alpha
counts at zero threshold is then found by extrapolation.
Pig 6.3 Pulse-height spectrum of alpha particles
incident on Zn (Ag) screen for a thick
source sample. Cn represents the integrat ion
of counts above the charmeln.
Fig. 6.4 Setting of threshold for counting system
using Thsam pie. Thenumber of cornts at
zero threshold co is lound by extrapolation.
ct represents the channel corresponding to the
conventional threshold.
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The channel corresponding to the 0.85 threshold fraction(
fig. 6. 4). By calibrating the single channel analyser
against the multichannel analyser, we can f Ind the
appropriate lower threshold corresponding to the 0.85
threshold.
The threshold fraction of 0.85 for Th corresponds to
the threshold fraction of 0.82 for U. Thus, for an equal
activity of Th and U, the threshold fraction is 0.835.
6.5 ZnS (Ag) Screen Preparation
one of the most efficient scintiilators for detecting
alpha particles is zinc sulphide. ZnS, suitably activated
by Ag, has an emission spectrum with a maximum at 450 nm.
This matches the response of the photomul tiplier tube and is
therefore used. The alpha counting rate as a function of
thickness of the ZnS screen is found by Graves and Dyson(
1949)( fig. 6. 5). Thickness less than 10 mg/cm2
corresponds to an efficiency of less than 10/0%. This is due
to the reduced energy dissipated by the alpha particles and
the inhomogeneity of the screen. As the screen thickness
reaches 25 mg/cm2, the efficiency decreases because of the
increasing opacity of the ZnS screen. Several methods have
been tried in the preparation of zinc sulphide screen.
Fig. 6.5 Scintillation counting rate of zinc
sulphide as a function of phosphor
thiekness ( Gravor and Dyson, 1949)
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6.5.1 Vacuum Coating
The scintillator Zns (Ay) is to be coated onto a cover
glass. Two cover glasses are washed with sodium hyroxide to
remove any contaminants, followed by a large flush of
distilled water. Boiling in distilled water can also be an
effective way of removing any unwanted material. Finally
the cover glasses are treated with acetone which is then
allowed to evaporate. The ZnS (Ag) powder is put into a 140
boat inside the vaporising apparatus. The pressure is kept
to about 4 x l05 Torr or less. Flash evaporation of the
powder by passing a large current to the heater is then
made. one of the deposited glass would be measured for its
thickness by optical method. The advantage of vacuum
coating is its high uniformity. However, the coating
requires a large amount of sample and is too time-consuming
to be profitable for routine use.
6.5.2 Amyl Acetate and Water Deposition
ZnS (Ag) powder is put into a test tube containing 5
cm3 of amyl acetate. The powder is allowed to settle for 2
minute. By then the grain larger than 20 ITI would have been
settled. The remaining suspension is then poured into a
beaker with a cover glasses at the bottom. After the amyl
acetate evaporates, the cover glasses with zinc sulphide
deposited is obtained. The screens so obtained have ZnS
(Ag) securely adhered. Uniformity of thickness is good.
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However, evaporation of amyl acetate can be very time
consuming.
Alternatively, deposition using water as medium can be
used. To make more compact screen, finer grains should be
used. However, the ZnS (Ag) powder would not adhere firmly
to the screen. Therefore about 1.3% of gelatine should be
added as binding agent.
6.5.3 Tape Screen
ZnS (Ag) screen can also be made conveniently by
sprinkling ZnS (Ag) powder onto a transparent tape. Excess
powder is then tapped off. Reproducibility of screens is
very good( within 5%). The thickness, however, is only
about 2 to 3 nig/cm2 as found by weighing. This thickness
provides an efficiency of less than 100%. as can be seen in
fig. 6.6. However, these screens can be readily made and
are very convenient for usual practice. In our researches,
these screens are preferred to those prepared by other
methods for their good reproducibility, which is less easy
to control in other methods. This is particularly important
for our comparison method. The standard size of our screens
is 15 mm diameter, though smaller size may be used when only
very limited amount of sample is available.
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6.6 Thick Source Sample Preparation
About 400 my of sample, if available, is ground
completely in a mortar. It is then seived to obtain fine
grains of size less than 53 At m. They are then thoroughly
mixed to ensure uniformity. Fine grain is used in that
coarse grain may have poor contact with the ZnS (Ag) screen
and thereby reduces the counting considerably. The sample
is then put into perspex holder( fig. 6. 6) of 15 mm
diameter and 1 mm thickness. A sample layer of 1 mm can be
considered 'thick' as the range of the most energetic alpha
particle of the U and Th series is about 50um. In the case
when very limited amount of sample is available, one can
decrease this thickness further( to 0.5 mm for example)
or reduce the counting area. In the former case one should
still make sure that the sample is compact enough to avoid
undercounting. In the latter case the counting time must be
prolonged considerably in order to collect a reasonable
number of countinys.
6.7 Count Rate-Activity Relation
For a thick source sample containing the thorium
series, the alpha count rate due to this series is given
by:
( 6.3)
For the uranium series:
( 6.4)
The efficiency factor includes those of the ZnS (Ag) screen
and other electronic components of the counting system.
This factor is assumed to be equal for Th and U i. e. f]= f)(
- , say). The total alpha count rate is therefore
given by:
With our standard counting area of 15 mm diameter and
conventional threshold fractions of 0.85 and 0.82 for Th and
U respectively, the alpha count rate in counts per ksec is:
( 6.6)
where c,, c are the specific activities in Bq kg of
parent nuclei of Th and U, respectively. For sample
containing Th only:
( 6.7)
For pottery samples, equal activity of Th and U is assumed
ie.= cu(= c, say). Therefore,
( 6.8)
6.8 Annual Dose-Activitv Relation( Aitken, 1985)
It can be shown that the annual alpha dose of a sample
containing specific thorium activity c in Bq kg 1 is given
by:
(6.9)
For samples containing natural uranium, which consists of
4.4% of U-235 activity and 95.6% of U-238 activity, the
annual alpha dose is given by:
( 6.10)
where c is the total specific activity of U-235 and U-238
in Bq kg1. For equal Th-U activity,
( 6.11)
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Assumptions of infinite matrix and uniformity of
radioactivity and absorption coefficient in the matrix are
made in the calculations.
6.9 Annual Dose-Count Rate Relation
The relation between the annual alpha dose in Gy/yr
and the alpha count rate in counts/ksec for samples
containing equal Th and U activity is obtained by combining
( 6.8),( 6.11):
( 6.12)
For sample containing Th only,
( 6.13)
6. 1.01 Compar isori-with-standard' Method
Instead of relating the observed counts with the annual
standard' method. By this method, one has no need to
determine the efficiency of the counting system as there is
cancellation of this factor in the comparison with the
alpha dose directly, we resort to a comarison-with-
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standard sample. The standard sample used is a calibrated
thorium ore of known concentration: 0.363% by weight of Th
and 85 g of U per grain of ore. The annual alpha dose for
this thorium ore is found and results are tabulated in Table
6.1.
The observed count rate of this ore sample with a 15
mm diameter screen is then compared with the observed count
per ksec for our pottery and pumice samples. It is assumed
that half of the alpha particles counted are from the
uranium, while another half comes from the thorium. This
assumption is justified by Sasidharan et al.( 1978) for
pottery. He estimated that the error component in a TL age
estimate due to this assumption would never exceed 5% and in
the majority of cases would be less than 2%. We also take
this for granted for pumices.
As our standard Th ore contains only a very little
amount of u, the thorium equation( 6.13) is used.
Combining with( 6.12), we arrive at the comparison
equation:
( 6.14)
As the annual alpha dose of our standard sample is 2.93
Gy/yr and the observed alpha counts per 4 ksec usiny




where D is in mrad/a, d is in count/4 ksec, using our
standard 15 miry diameLer ZnS (Ag) screen.
The results for our counting for pottery samples and
pumices are tabulated in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3,
respectively.
6.11 Alpha-Beta and Alpha-Gamma Dose Relation of Th & U
It is possible to derive the annual beta dose
contribution of Th and U from the alpha counting. It can be
shown that the annual beta dose DB is related to the alpha
count rate d by:
6.16
This annual beta dose can be expressed in terms of annual
alpha dose by combining( 6.12) and( 6.16)
( 6.17)
Similarly, the annual gamma dose can also be expressed as:
( 6.18)
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The results for our pottery samples and purnices are
tabulated in Table 6. 4 and Table 6.5 respectively.
6.12 Discussion
All the countings are made with the 15 mrn diameter
ZnS(Ag) tape screens. As the countings are usually low,
counting periods in most cases exceed 50 hours. The main
error lies in the statistical fluctuations. The accuracy
involved is about 10%. To increase the accuracy, counting
period should be extended. In this case, counting can be
very time consuming.
Before any counting is made, the system should be
allowed to become steady. This takes about 7 hours. With
the conventional threshold, the background counting is
effectively reduced to zero. Each time a new ZnS (Ag)
screen is used. This avoids any possible contamination as
well as damage to the screen due to previous use. The
making of a tape screen is quite convenient and highly
reproducible. All the coun tings are made with sealed samples
in perspex holders. Therefore full series contribution is
considered in all the calculations. Perspex holders are
used as they have extremely low alpha radioactivity.
The counting rate of the standard thorium sample shows
a slight gradual increase if left for a period of a few
days. This is due to the trapping of emanating radon in the
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space between the sample and the ZnS (Ag) grains. Thus, our
counting is mace over a period of 20 hours immediately after
star tiny. This period is short as compared with the half-
life of Rn-222, which is 3.82 days. The amount of radon
gathering at the air space between the screen and the sample
is expected to be small. Meanwhile the counts collected
over this period is already sufficiently large( about 1300
to keep the statistical fluctuation low( about 2.7%).
To safeguard against overcounting( or undercounting)
due to non-uniform distribution of radioactivity within a
coarse grain, the samples are ground completely and mixed
thoroughly. Sample grains of size 53um are selected for
counting, though it may be desirable to use even finer
grains. Possible overcountirig due to the trapping of
significant amount of radon between sample and screen can be
easily detected by any general increase of count rate in the
course of counting. However, no noticeable general increase
of the count rate is detected in all the samples we counted
over the counting period.
The average annual alpha dose of the pottery samples
we counted is 1488 mrad/a. This is reasonable as judged by
typical mean. value of 1550 mrad/a( Fleming, 1969).
However, undercounting may well Occur in counting of soft
pottery such as sample HS, as hinted by the low count rate.
This is due to the presence of large mineral inclusions
( 0.1 mm) which usually contain low radioative coritent.
Grinding of these samples would degrade these large
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inclusions to small grains and therefore results in
undercounting. In such cases, quartz-inclusion method
should be adopted, though this in zght make the dating
vulnerable to the uncertainty of the gamma dose rate of the
surrounding soil.. However, to replace this uncertainty by
another uncertainty of the annual alpha dose rate is equally
undesirable.
The beta dose contribution of Th and U derived from
the alpha countings accounts for about 25% of the total beta
dose received by the sample. The major part of the beta
dose comes from the potassium content of the sample. While
the underlying infinite matrix assumption is well justified
in the case of alpha particles for their short range, it is
less certain with beta particles, of which the average range
is about 1 mm in the pottery fabric. Thus, for sample
having a thin wall of 2 mm, for example, great external
influence is expected from the surrounding soil, of which
the activity level and Th/U ratio are largely unknown.
On the other hand, the infinite matrix assumption for
deriving annual gamma dose cannot hold in general. Nor can
the derived values be taken as a component of the total
annual gamma dose received by the sample. A small part of
that dose is deposited in the pottery, while the major part
is deposited elsewhere such as the surrounding soil. To
assess gamma contribution, TL dos ime try should be used as
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Table 6.1 Calculation of the Annual Alnha Lose for tine
Standard Tnorium Samnle.
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Sample No. Count Rate Annual Alpha Dose














Table 6.2 Alpha Couuntings anu Annual Alpha Doses
for pottery samples.
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Table 6.3 Alpha Courltings and Annual Alpha Doses
for pumices.
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Table 6.4 Annual Beta and Gamma Doses of. Th and U
for Pottery Samples.
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Sample No. Annual Beta Dose Annual Garr!rnu. Dose







Taule 6. Annual Beta and Gamma Dose of Th and
U for Pumices.
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Pottery and Pumice Dating
7.1 History of Pottery and Pumices
The history of pottery is always associated with human
civilisation. Ancient men used it for storage purpose or
took it as a craft. Therefore the life span of pottery is
usually of several thousand years of age.
On the other hand, the geological history of purnices
are in general much longer than that of pottery. The life
span of pumice can extend to millions of years. Its history
can also be much more eventful than that of pottery. At
some time during its history, it may be shattered apart into
smaller pieces. It may be buried, eroded or carried into
the sea and finally taken up by ocean current. This ever
changing environment poses a great uncertainty to the dating
of pumice.
The formation of pumices is due to the frothing of
magma. When the magma is confined under great pressure in
the core of the Earth, the constituents are essentially in
liquid form. However, as the magma rises up the chimney of
the volcanoes into regions of lower pressure, the gaseous
contents of the magma vaporize into gas with a great
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increase of volume. This expansion is great enough to cause
an explosion. In the explosion, magma froths are expelled
as pumices. Due to the presence of numerous air spaces
formed by the expanding gases, the pumices are usually
light. Some of them may fall into the sea directly of ter
the volcanic explosion. others may land on the ground and
are later carried into the sea by erosion.
Pottery can be categorized into two groups: soft
pottery and hard pottery. Soft pottery contains coarse
grains while hard pottery is mainly composed of fine grains.
For the dating of soft pottery, quartz inclusion method is
used. Fine grain method, on the other hand, is applied to
hard pottery. As pumices contain no large inclusions, fine
grain method is adopted.
7.2 Quartz Inclusion Method
This method makes use of the presence of large
inclusions( 100- 150 um) which are large compared with
the range of alpha particle. By removing the outer layer of
about 15µ m, about 90% of the absorbed alpha dose is removed
( Fleming, 1971). As the quartz grain itself contains no
radioactivity, the absorbed can be considered as coming from
the clay matrix. The age equation, in this case, becomes:
(7.1)
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7.2.1 Preparation of Sample( Aitken, 1985)
The surface layer of 2 mm of the sample is first
removed. Grains behind this layer are essentially free of
beta radiations from the surrounding soils. The sample is
then crushed gently in a vice. Care should be taken to
avoid degrading of quartz grains into smaller ones. Quartz
grains of about 0.1 mm diameter are then selected. Removal
of the outer layer of about 15um is then done by etching
the grain in concentrated hydrofluoric acid. The etched
quartz grain is ground and sieved to fine grains of less
than 53 u m. The sample is then ready for analysis by
additive dose method.
7.2.2 Quartz Inclusion Method: A Variation( Lee, 1985)
A variation of the quartz inclusion method is proposed
by C. K. Lee to simplify the measurement of beta dose rate.
In practice, the measurement is made by putting quartz tube
with CaSO4:Dy into a hole drilled in the sample. As the
quartz tube has a wall thickness of 0.23 mm, there is an
attenuation for the beta rays from the sample matrix. By
etching a layer of 0.23 mm of the quartz grains, the beta
component of the equivalent dose obtained would have
suffered an equal attenuation as the beta component of the
recorded dose of CaSO4: Dy. Thus, the attenuation of be to
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ray by the wall of the quartz tube is automatically
corrected.
7.3 Fine Grain Method( Zimmerman 1971)
This method involves the separation of fine grains of 1
- 8um size. These fine grains are penetrated fully by the
alpha particles from the clay matrix. The inclusion of the
alpha contribution to TL has the advantage of diminishing
the significance of the uncertainty in the gamma dose rate
determination. The age equation, in this case, becomes:
( 7.2)
To obtain grains of 1-8µ m, about 5O mg of gently
crushed sample is put in a test tube filled with 5 cm3 of
acetone to form a suspension. To avoid the dragging of the
fine grains to the bottom by the larger grains, it may be
necessary to place the test tube in an ultrasonic bath to
agitate the fine grain into Suspension. After two minutes,
the suspension is poured out into another test tube and is
again allowed to settle. After twenty minutes, the
suspension is poured out. The remnants would be fine grains
of 1- 8um.
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The equivalent dose is obtained by the additive dose
method. All TL measurements are made at the plateau reg-Lon
of the curve plotting NTL/ATL as a function of temperature.
The determination of beta dose is done by putting
polyethylene tubes containing CaSO4 :Dy into the sample. As
the thickness of polyethylene is very thin( about 0.1 mm),
attenuation is assumed negligible. The dose rate obtained
includes the beta contribution from the sample and the gamma
contribution from the laboratory. Thus, another capsule is
used to measure the gamma dose rate in the laboratory. The
difference of the two dose rates would then give the beta
dose rate of the sample.
The alpha dose rate is obtained by alpha counting as
described in Chapter 6. For the assessment of gamma
contribution, TL dosimetry is used.
7.4 Spurious TL
Spurious TL has been reported in both pottery and TL
phosphors( Aitken et al, 1963). This phenomenon, on the
other hand, is common among pumices. The causes of spurious
TL are varied. Conventionally, it is considered as a kind
of surface phenomenon. Therefore small grains are more
prone to spurious TL. However, by heating the sample in an
inert atmosphere with less than a few parts per mill ion of
oxygen and water vapour, the spurious TL can be
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significantly reduced to a negligible amount. Another
source of spurious TL is the presence of calcite( Seeley
and Bimson, 1974). However, by washing the samples with
acetic acid, the spurious TL can be reduced considerably.
7.5 Results and Discussion
The results for the dating of pottery samples and
pumices are tabulated in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2,
respectively.
The pottery samples are dated by quartz inclusion
method and fine grain method. No spurious TL is observed in
all the samples. However, in order to obtain a more quartz-
like content, the samples are etched with acetic acid. This
also eliminate possible spurious TL arisen from frictional
effects. A typical glow curve of the fine grain samples are
shown in fig. 7. 1.
For the soft pottery dated by quartz inclusion method,
quartz grains of about 1 mm are selected. The weight of
each grain is about 1.3 mg. To remove a layer of about 0.2
mm, the time of etching in concentrated hydrofluoric acid is
about 8 hours. The etching gives cleaner sample by
dissolving other minerals as well as making the quartz
grains more transparent.
The pumices are dated by the fine grain method. The
natural glow curve is often marked by an upward slope
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towards the high temperature region, which is characteristic
of spurious TL( fig. 7. 2). No plateau can be obtained. A
large amount of artificial radiation can only induce very
little TL. This suggests that some of the TL of the natural
glow curve is spurious. By washing the sample in acetic
acid, this spurious TL is significantly suppressed and the
glow curve becomes normal again( fig. 7.3). Spurious TL
is detected in three samples: PI, Pl and P2.
Two of our samples show no signs of spurious TL.
Sample PJ gives a prominent peak at about 350 0 C( fig. 7.4
} The TL response of this peak is roughly linear with the
artificial dose administered. Sample PF gives very little
TL in its natural glow curve. A highly sensitive and stable
pho tomul tipl i er tube has to be used. By administering a
large beta dosage of 3 krad, one can obtain a glow curve
with NTL+ATL between 100- 400 0 C( fig. 7. 5).
The limitations of applying TL to the dating of pumices
have to be realized. As the sensitivity of the pumices in
general is very low, a large artificial dosage of more than
5 krad is required in some cases. The equivalent dose of
the sample PJ is more than 50 krad. This leads to the
problem of whether the linearity of TL response with dose
can still hold. This is taken for granted in the present
research. Another great uncertainty comes from the
determination of gamma dose rate. In the present case, it
is given by an estimate of 72 mrad/a measured in the sea as















































TaDle 7.1 Dating of Pottery Samples( HS. HL are dated oy
guartz inclusion methoa arid the rest by fine
grain methoa).
































































Fig. 7 .3 Quenching of spurious TL of pumice


























Fig. 7.6 A pumice from Larrima Island
( Sample no. PI)
Fib, 7 .7 A pumice from Tai Long( sample no. P2)
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Fig. 7.8 A pottery fragment from Ha Sha
( Sample no. HS )
Fig. 7.9 A pottery fragment from Pui. 0
( Sample no. PII)
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Fig. 7.10 A pottery fr.grrient from Pui 0
( Sample no. PT)
Fig. 7.11 A pottery fragment from Sha Ha
( Sample no. HP)
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Fig.7.12 A pottery fragment from Ha Sha
( Sample no. HL)





It has been known for over a century that certain
elements are capable of being excited to give out
characteristic radiation when they are put into flames
produced by combustion of gases. Among the prominent
examples are the characteristic coloured flames of the
alkali and alkaline earth metals, which constitute the basis
of the classical flame tests for easy identification of the
presence of these elements in a sample. Flame photometry,
however, goes one step further in correlating the emission
intensity of the characteristic radiation emitted by an
element in flame with the concentration of that element. it
is soon realized as a possible tool in the determination of


















Fig. 8.1 A schematic diagram of trie flame photometer.
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Flame photometry has been used widely in TL dating for
determination of potassium content in a sample, from which
the K40 concentration can be calculated using the known
abundance of this isotope( 0.011%). Alternatively, other
techniques such as atomic absorption, X-ray fluorescence,
neutron activation analysis are also used. However, flame
photometry has the combined advantage of simplicity and high
precision. only a small amount of sample( about tens of
milligrams) is required for analyses.
8.3 Method( Dean, 1960)
Before a sample can be analysed by flame photometry, a
solution of that sample has to be prepared. The solution is
then sprayed under controlled conditions into a flame. The
flame transforms the solution into gaseous state, decomposes
it into simpler atoms or molecules and excites the latter
particles to give characteristic emission. In order to
isolate the desired region of the spectrum, the light from
the flames is allowed to pass into a system of filters. The
intensity of the isolated radiation is then measured by a
photosensitive detector or electronic amplifier. As the
liquid is sprayed over the whole region of the flame, where
the temperature may vary in different zones, the
photosensitive detector should only receive the light from a
fixed region. The most suitable position for potassium is
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the colourless zone. After careful calibration of the flame
photometer, it is possible readily to find the concentration
of potassium in the prepared sample solution( fig. 8.1).
8.3.1 Flame
The flame used in potassium determination is that of
the ordinary bunsen burner. It has a rather low temperature
of about 17000C, but is already sufficient for exciting
molecules or atoms of the potassium compounds to give
characteristic emission with a wavelength of 768 nm. The
spectrum of the flame itself does not interfere with the
observation of the light emission being measured. Hotter
flames can also be used, but they are not recommended as
they might cause an excessive degree of ionization which
will decrease the intensity of atomic radiation( Marti and
Munoz, 1957).
8.3.2 Preparation of Sample Solution
Before flame photometry can be carried out ror
potassium determination, an aqueous solution of the sample
has to be prepared. About 50 my of the pumice are extracted
and ground completely in a mortar to facilitate greater
solubility. Then about. 0.5 ml of concentrated HF is added
to the powdered sample until it dissolved completely. Add
only, the minimum amount of HF required to keep the possible
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introduction of any contaminants to a minimum. Distilled
water is then added to make a total volume of 100 ml. The
concentration of sample in this aqueous solution is then
50mg/100m1. The density of the diluted solution is taken to
be the same as water,, which is 1 9/ml. Therefore the
concentration of the sample by weight in this aqueous
solution is equal to 50 mg/100 g or 500 ppm.
8.3.3 Preparation of Standard Solution
In order to calibrate the flame photometer, a series
of standard solutions of different concentration in
potassium has to be prepared. To simulate the matrix
solution of the sample solution, the exact amount( say 0.5
ml) of concentrated HF used to dissolve the sample should
be added to two flasks, each containing 100 ml of distilled
water. Then 19.07 mg of AR grade potassium chloride was
added to one flask to give an aqueous with a concentration
of potassium of 100 ppm. Standard solutions of lower
concentration were then prepared by dilution in 10-ml
volumetric flasks using solution in the other flask. The
resultant solution would then possess the same matrix
solution with the sample solution, and are ready to give the
emission intensity vs. concentration calibration curve.
8.3.4 Emission Intensity vs. Concentration
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With the comparison standard solutions ready, the
photometer is adjusted to zero reading when demineralized
water is introduced into the atomizer. The most
concentrated standard is then introduced with the
sensitivity suitably readjusted. After rechecking the zero
reading, the standard readings vs. concentration calibration.
is produced. To safeguard against any drifts in air and gas
pressures, standard readings should be checked after each
sample reading.
The calibration curve is approximated by a straight
line if the range over which the standards spread is small(
within 10 to 15 ppm). If, however, the range is great, the
nonlinearity is prominent( fig. 8.5). In this case more
standard readings should be made. It is advisable to give
the sample solution a preliminary check and standards should
then be prepared in the small range of concentrations
including the sample's. Alternatively, it is suggested that
using the best pressure for each concentration would render
the curve rectilinear( Gilbert, 1950).
8.3.5 Determination of potassium concentration
If the potassium concentration of the prepared aqueous
sample solution described in 8.3.2 is determined to be Y
ppm, the concentration of potassium in the sample is then
given by:
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K concentration in%- Y/ 500 x 100%
8.3.6 Contamination
Contamination can occur at all stages of the solution
preparation. All the vessels should be cleansed thoroughly
by washing them with a large amount of distilled water., then
with dilute hydrochloric acid and finally with distilled
water again, To avoid dilution of solution, all the vessels
must be dry before use. Al terriatively, they can be washed
with a little of the solution to be analysed. The
volumetric flasks should be capped at all times before .use
to avoid evaporation of solution which will increase the
concentration. Tobacco smoke can cause significant increase
in potassium content if allowed to fall into the solution.
Tobacco smoke can also cause flame contamination if it is
drawn into the flame and mixed with the fuel gases.
8.4 Results and Discussion
Flame photometry was carried out for three pumices to
analyse the potassium content and the results are tabulated
in Table 8.1. The corresponding beta dose rates are also
found. The beta contribution of Th and U can be found from
alpha counting as described in Chapter 6. Therefore the
total annual beta dose can be obtained. The values for
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samples Pl, Pi agree quite well with the values given by TI,
dosimetry, with a discrepancy of 6.9% and 7.6% respectively.
For PF, the discrepancy is 17%. Nevertheless, this is still
within experimental error limits. Higher accuracy can be
obtained by using high precision intruments which have low
intrinsic errors.
Sample PI PI PJ
















145±12.5 9 7 ±12 288+27
Discrepancy{%) 6.9% 17% 7.6%
Table 8.1 The finding of beta contribution by flame
photometry and comparison with values obtained
by TL dosimetry.
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Fig. 8.2 A pumice from Tai Long( Sample no. P1)
Fib. 8.3 A pumice from Pui 0(Sample no.PF)
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Table 8.2 Radioactive schemes of potassium and
Rubidium ( Aitken, 1905 ).
Fig. 8.5 Emission Intensity vs. Concentration
Calibration Curves. Prominent non
linearity is displayed for the range
0 - lOC ppm.
Chapter
Conclusion
Environmental radia11on measuremen ts are made with
CaSO :Dy as TL dosimeter. CaSo :Dy is chosen for its high
sensitivity and good stability. The measurements lasted for
two to three months. Sites for soil measurements include Ma
Wan, Ting Kau, Ma Liu Shu1, Tai Po, Faniing, Tsing Loong
Tau, Tap Mun, Shek Li and Un Long. The depth chosen is
about 15 cm from the surface. Sites for sea measurements
include Sai Kung, Sap Sze Heung and Ma Liu Shui. The depth
chosen is about 1 m from the sea surface. The average gamma
( plus cosmic} dose rate is 162 mrada in the soil and 72
mrada in the sea.
The irradiation sources Am, Co and Sr are
calibrated. For the calibration of the A in alpha source,
both length of track specification an d dose ra te
specification are given. It is calibrated to be 0.130 m
mm 1 in length of track specification or 160 mrada 1 n dose
rate specification. The Co gamma source is calibrated to
be 9.64 mrad min by making use of CaS0,: D y. To guarantee
the continuity of electron flux, the same phosphor material
is employed as the surrounding material. The Sr beta
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source is calibrated by TL comparison with the Co60 gamma
source. The dose rate of the Sr90 beta source is determined
to be 105 rad min-1 at about 1 cm from the source in 1986.
An alpha counting system is set up to measure the
annual alpha dose of pottery samples and pumices. Countings
are made with thick source samples in perspex containers
using ZnS (Ag) screens. The counting of a standard thorium
sample is obtained, with which all couritings of the samples
are to be compared. The average alpha dose rate measured is
1488 mrad/a for pottery samples and 929 mrad/a for pumices.
The accuracy is about 10% in both cases. The Th and U
contributions to the annual beta dose are also derived with
an average of 68.4 mrad/a for pottery samples and 42.7
mrad/a for pumices.
The application of flame photometry to analyse the
potassium content is investigated. T he potassium
concentrations of three pumices are found. The average beta
dose rate due to K40 1s found to be 119 mrad/a with an
accuracy of about 12%. The total annual beta dose as a sum
of the contributions from K, U and Th is then compared with
the measured value by TL dosi.metry. The values obtained
from the two methods are close, though in one case( sample
PF) the discrepancy reach 17%. This difference,
nevertheless, lies within the experimental limits.
Pottery samples are dated by means of quartz inclusion
method and fine grain method with an accuracy of about 15%.
Pumices are also dated using fine grain method, the eldest
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being 82512 years of TI, age(sample PJ). The pumices are
assumed to be in the present form from the moments they are
formed and have been floating in the sea since then, As one
realize that the geological history of the pumices are
largely unknown and in general complicated, the TL ayes
should be taken as estimates only.
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